Disaster Relief, Environmental Conservation and Environmental Education in Puerto Rico

Overview: Community Collaborations International (CCI) takes a holistic approach to community recovery. CCI deploys volunteers where they are needed most and gets the most value out of each volunteer hour through effective management and comprehensive logistical support. The primary purpose of the project in Puerto Rico is disaster relief and environmental conservation.

Day-to-day: This 12 person trip will take on a variety of different service projects throughout the week, with a fairly even balance of disaster relief and environmental conservation. The group will also spend a half day working at the local Boy's and Girl's club where they will help with homework, assist with recreational activities, and do an environmental education activity. At the end of the week the group will take a catamaran around the island to scuba dive coral reefs and learn about marine environments.

The Nitty-Gritty Details: Group members will sleep in large bunk rooms. Three meals per day will be provided by the site, but participants may want to also purchase individual snacks for the week.

SPECIFICATIONS

Location: San Juan, Puerto Rico
Price: $1750

Trip Price includes:
- Transportation
- Housing
- Meals for the week
- Tools/supplies needed for service

Transportation: Participants will fly into San Juan* and be picked up by the community partner. The community partner will provide transportation for the week.

*Passport not needed for U.S. Citizens

Housing: Bunkhouse

Meals: All meals

Social Justice Issue: Physicality Level: Medium

Buck-I-SERV
1739 N. High Street
Columbus, OH 43210
buck-i-serv@osu.edu